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Contributory Negligence KBC 
Bank v BCM Hanby Wallace

Extract from Paragraph 104

The appellant is entitled to argue for the obligation of the bank, in accordance with 

the European Communities (Licensing and Supervision of Credit Institutions) 

Regulations 1992 (S.I. No. 395 of 1992) (as amended), to manage its businesses 

“in accordance with sound administrative and accounting principles and [to] put in 

place and maintain internal control and reporting arrangements and procedures to 

ensure that the business is so managed.”
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Role of Central Bank of Ireland 
(as regulator)
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Concealed Accounting
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Flawed Accounting
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“Registration of a charge as a burden 
on registered land is not evidence of 
its ownership, it is evidence only that 
the charge is an encumbrance on the 
estate of the registered owner.”

- RETIRED DEPUTY REGISTRAR, JOHN DEENEY
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Central Bank of Ireland misled
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Central Bank warning 2010
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“As with other Regulators worldwide, the Central Bank uses the audited 

financial statements as a primary tool in its supervision of regulated firms. As  

a result, it is a concern to the Central Bank that similar to the experience in 

other jurisdictions, Irish firms, specifically Irish credit institutions, were 

receiving “clean” audit reports in the years leading up to the banking crisis. 

Even though these institutions were running significant funding mismatches, 

were not perfecting their security when providing loans, had significant 

weaknesses in their corporate governance structures and were under-

providing for impairment.” 



Financial Times article 2018
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Company Law

The originating bank can only enforce the recoverable value of the loan, not the amount lent

Banks cannot charge a ‘Cost of Funds’ rate if they are a registered company and have followed ICAEW advice. 

If a loan was previously securitised, and the bank follows ICAEW advice, the legal interest may have been lost 
automatically

Under unfair terms legislation, banks cannot charge a variable rate that is not linked to an external verifiable rate

Banks may  face damages for forced sale of collateral previously

Banks who forced their customers into GRG or entered into a fixed rate hedging product, are also exposed

Banks cannot sell a distressed loan at a discount without firstly offering the loan to the customer

https://www.frielstafford.ie/vulture-funds-could-this-be-the-beginning-of-the-end-for-them-possible-new-strategy-to-
force-the-vulture-funds-to-do-a-deal/
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Master of the High Court

Claims to ownership of the charge, when made by credit servicers registered as 

owners, must/{may} be rejected as a fraud. “Mere entry will not, of course, give 

validity to an invalid claim.” In reality, their validity is never challenged or 

adjudicated, largely because the name it bears is that of the original lender even 

after it had morphed into a credit servicer, without title to the charge, and the 

change has not been notified to the Register. It is a “conveyancers’ artifice” and 

involves several prosecutable offences, not to mention, when the case comes to 

court, clear perjury in the failure to tell not just the truth but the whole truth 

regarding ownership.
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Possible doubts at Supreme Court 
level

This topic has also struck the Supreme Court as one which demands full debate 

but, of course, the Court can (perhaps frustratingly) only deal with the issues 

which arise in those cases which arrive in its list. In a “Determination” declining 

to entertain an appeal, on other grounds, in Pepper v Jenkins 2020 IESC DET 

118, the Supreme Court noted as follows: “The Court does not exclude the 

possibility that, in a suitable case, the entitlement of the transferor of the 

beneficial interest in a security who retains the legal title to seek an order for 

possession might meet the constitutional threshold but the present 

application does not raise that issue.”
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FT Article 1
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FT Article 2
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Central Bank concealment of 
losses

CB points city insider to a 2015 inquiry in which former Irish central bank governor John Hurley said AIB 
could not have been insolvent at the time because a big accountancy firm had examined the books of AIB 
some months later and didn't come to that view. That firm the mercurial PwC.

Deputy Kieran O’Donnell

And looking back everything that we know now in hindsight, do you still believe that it was solvent on the night of the 

guarantee?

Mr. John Hurley

On the basis of the information we had, yes, but I can’t say when it became insolvent, and … Pricewaterhouse

examined the books of Anglo Irish Bank some months later and didn’t come to that view [that it was insolvent].
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Section 15 Subsection 2 Civil Law and Criminal 
Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2020
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